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INTRODUCTION

Dukuh Krajan, Desa Pagelaran, is one of the pottery producers in Malang. The existence of pottery industry in Dukuh Krajan, Desa Pagelaran is a potential domestic industries that can be developed in Malang. In this pottery craftsmen's settlement, the craftsman house is not only function as shelter but also as a place for domestic industry which is better known as Home Based Enterprises (HBEs). Silas (2000) stated that HBEs will increase family social economic condition and in the end also improving environmental quality itself. Unfortunately the existence of pottery craftsmen settlement in Dukuh Krajan is not planned and managed well, so there are several problem that exist due to the space needs for pottery production activity that have not been accommodated. Location of pottery craftsmens settlement that will be design in this discussion is in Dukuh Krajan, Desa Pagelaran with approximately area 24,583 m2 that consist of 67 households. The boundary of area that will be design can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Location of pottery craftsmens settlement
Source: google earth

In this pottery craftsmen settlement there are some major problems related to arrangement of mass and open space in existing that needs to be solved, namely:

1. The distance between craftsman house inside the settlement less than 1 meter which cause lack of natural ventilation and lighting inside the house.
2. Kiln for pottery located in the middle of settlement produce
3. Some part of the settlement streets are being used by the craftsmen as raw material storage and pottery drying area, because there is no more space available inside the house.

Figure 2. The close distance between craftsman house
Source: personal documentation

Figure 3. Part of the street settlement that being used as raw material storage and pottery drying area
Source: personal documentation

Figure 4. Traditional kiln
Source: personal documentation
EXISTING CONDITION

Existing Condition of Pottery Craftsmen House

The pottery making process from raw material processing, making and pottery drying done in each craftsman house, but the pottery burning process done communally in pottery kiln area. Johan Silas (2000) states based on the proportion or ratio of productive area and domestic area in productive house can be divided into 3 types:

a) Mixed Type

Workplace become one with residence, but residence still the main function inside the house. In existing there are 39 houses that categorized as mixed types with an average area about ±96 m². These type of productive house do not provide workplace inside the house, but use side part of the house or terrace as workplace.

b) Balanced Type

Residence separated with the workplace but still inside the same building, access to workplace sometimes also separated. In existing there are 21 houses categorized as balanced type with an average area about ±104 m².

c) Separated Type

The workplace take dominant part in the house, taking most part of the house. Sometimes residence placed behind or in front of the workplace. In existing there are only 3 houses categorized as separate type with an average area ± 126 m². Separate workplace usually in form of a simple building separate from the house. Work area separate from the residence, this workplace not only used as place for pottery making but also as pottery storage.
Figure 5. Layout of mixed type productive house
Source: personal documentation

Figure 6. Balanced type productive house
Source: personal documentation
Aside from these three types of productive house there is also another type founded in this pottery craftsmen settlement. This type is pottery collector house.

d) Pottery Collector House Type

The function of this house type is to collect pottery products from another pottery craftsmens. In existing there are 4 house that categorized as pottery collector house with average area about ±120 m². This house types have no workplace but a large space for pottery products storage and trucks garage that used for delivering a large quantities of pottery products. Terrace and yard used as pottery drying area and also as display for pottery products, so the buyer can choose the products easily.
Existing Conditions of Open Space Inside The Settlement

According Widayati (2002), each of house is part of a settlement. Clustered house create settlement with certain pattern. Settlement grouping is based on some basic similarities, one of them is profession similarity. Profession similarity in Dukuh Krajan create an open space that being used together, open space in form of pottery kiln and hay storage. Inside Dukuh Karajan, there are 7 pottery kiln where each used interchangeably by the craftsmen.

![Figure 9. Pottery kiln and hay storage inside the settlement](#)
THEORETICAL REVIEW

Since 1960s in the United States and Europe have been growing movement that against planning and design approach with technical-rational dominant way. At this era also strike for the establishment of social justice and the practice of citizen empowerment. This movement then produces some participatory planning and design paradigms such as Community architecture (Christopher and Rossi, 2003). Community architecture in planning and developing an area becomes the basis for mobilizing and optimizing public participation. Thus the community based development program is an important part of architect/urban designer task, so that in every design has a sociological dimension that is able to critically analyze behavior patterns of society and translate the pattern into an architecture product.

Community Based Development
Community based development suggests the importance of community needs for design development. Arstein (1969) states that the depth level of community participation will lead to community empowerment. The level of community participation is divided into three, namely:

a. Non participation/passive participatory
   At this level, the community is not involve in the process of development program.

b. Tokenism participation
   In this level, community directed to make it look as an active participant, however when examined more deeply the community do not participate in development process.

c. Citizen power/Active participatory
   At the level of active participatory, community started to become a subject in the development process. Community already know and understand about their community needs.

The level of active participation consists of:

• Partnership
  Community serves as decision makers in exploring idea based on community exact condition.

• Delegated Power
  At this level, community as decision maker because the community already able to independently carry out the development process.

• Citizen Control
  Society as subject to decide on what kind of development they need, also control the construction process.
Behavioral Approach on Architectural Design

Community based development plays important role in architect/urban designer so in every design has a sociological dimension that is able to critically analyze the behavior patterns of society (Widianingsih, 2007). Hence in this community based development, community behavior pattern must be considered so the design results can meet the needs and values of the prevailing society. In behavioral architecture, “space” is not only understood in physical form, but also as behavior setting that assembled with user setting, activity and time. Heimsath (1977) states that human activity is complex and can not be separated from role, pattern, background and goals. All three are attached to each participant involved in a setting. These three things can be explained as follows:

1. Role
   Role performed by someone or participants involved in a setting behavior.
2. Pattern
   Pattern is actions or movements by individuals, pattern different with activity, because activity is the movement by group of people.
3. Background and Goals
   Background and objectives concerning matters that affect someone behavior in a setting. Goals affected by the background regarding age, gender, marital status and so on.

METHODOLOGY

According Spradley (in Sugiyono, 2007) samples taken in qualitative research in form of social situation which is composed of three elements, namely:

1. Place
2. Actors
3. Activity
That interact synergistically.

Samples of activity in form of behavior can be divided into two, namely:

1. Covert behavior
   An individual’s response to the stimulus in the form of disguised or covered (covert). Response or reaction to a stimulus is still limited to attention, perception, knowledge/awareness, and attitudes that occur in people who receive the stimulus and can not be clearly observed by others (Skinner in Notoatmojo, 2003).
2. Overt behavior
An individual's response to the stimulus in the form of action or open. The response to the stimulus is already evident in form of action or practice (practice), which can easily be observed or seen by others (Skinner in Notoatmojo, 2003).

In this site planning of pottery craftsmen's settlement pottery these three samples can be explained as follows:
- Place: settlements area that is used to perform the activity of pottery production
- Actors: inhabitants of settlements living as artisans and pottery collectors
- Activity: These activities include the behavior as described previously, i.e. the overt behavior in form of movement or activity, and covert behavior in the form of what is thought and felt by the participants.

Information gathering techniques for covert behavior conducted through unstructured interviews and enclosed questionnaires. Unstructured interviews conducted to collect behavioral information which is then analyzed to obtain behavioral issues that are important and affect design results. While the information gathering techniques for overt behavior conducted by observation.

Community participation used in this research in partnership level, so the community act as decision makers in the ideas exploration for site planning design. For further idea exploration using community opinion regarding the desired settlement conditions. And to retrieve data regarding community opinion about the desired conditions of their settlement using an open questionnaire. After data collecting through observation, interview and questionnaires, the results of data collection are selected and then analysed that led to the design criteria. For the next stages, idea exploration based on the design criteria generating alternative design modeling for pottery craftsmen settlement. Results of the design in the form of settlement site planning then evaluated whether it be the ideal form of problem solving and contextual.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Behavior and Activity Pattern Analysis

Miles and Huberman (1984), suggests that activity in qualitative data
analysis is done interactively and continues over time until data saturated. Heimsath (1977) in his book Behavioral Architecture states behavioral issues that acquired eventually developed into design concept, therefore observation and interview results is analyzed using a series of tables. To determine activity pattern and the use of space, interviews and observations of the pottery craftsmen are conducted, especially related to the use of open space in the settlements. From observations and interviews results, the data analyzed using area-role-activity table. This table is used to find out about the implications of the role, furniture or equipment, and the period of time when the events took place. In this table, the analysis has begun to lead things that affect the design results especially for open space in the settlements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>ROLES</th>
<th>ROLE IMPLICATION</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>TOOLS</th>
<th>TIME FRAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POTTERY KILN</td>
<td>Pottery craftsmen</td>
<td>1. Require special consideration to overcome smoke produced during burning process 2. Considering distance between the pottery kiln with craftsman house to reduce fire risk 3. During the pottery burning process, craftsmen tend to waiting near kiln while socializing with other craftsman, so this area also have socialization function.</td>
<td>Used interchange-ably by craftsmen</td>
<td>1. Klin 2. Wheelbarrow to transport pottery</td>
<td>Once in a week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| HAY STORAGE | Pottery craftsmen | 1. Requires close access to pottery kiln  
2. Requires close access to street, because the hay suppliers use trucks for distribution.  
3. Requires a large space for storage due to irregular hay distribution and as a communal | Hay storage for pottery burning process | Craftsmen move the hay manually | Once in a month. Irregular hay distribution by supplier. |

Table 1. Area, Role, Activity Chart of Open Space in the settlement  
Source: Heimsath (1977)

Analysis of Community Participation

According Arstein (1969) there are several levels of community participation, one of the level is partnership. Partnership is a level of participation in which community as the decision-makers to explore the idea based on local community conditions. In this site planning design of pottery craftsmen settlement community participation at partnership level. To get enough information about local conditions, data collected through questionnaire.

Questionnaires were distributed to pottery craftsmen to know:  
(a) The ideal condition of settlements desired by residents  
(b) Assuming the amount of space required by craftsmen

Samples taken to fill questionnaire about 10% of the settlement population. The results of questionnaire can be tabulated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Areas that can be used together in settlements</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40% of the samples answer only kiln that need to be used together</td>
<td>60% of the samples answer they need both kiln and hay storage</td>
<td>Open space in the settlements that can be combined and used together by craftsmen is kiln and hay storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The smoke as a result of pottery burning process</td>
<td>The need to overcome smoke because it interferes with population comfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75% of the total sample answer bothered by the smoke.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The need of public space that can be used together as place for community gathering and kids</td>
<td>Community need of public space that can be used together as place for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>playground</td>
<td>community gathering and kids playground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% of samples answer they need public space that can be used together as place for community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gathering and kids playground</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The need of pottery products center or gallery as exhibition center and product sales.</td>
<td>Community need pottery handicraft center or gallery as exhibition center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% of samples answer they need pottery products center or gallery as exhibition center and</td>
<td>and product sales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>product sales.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Community need pottery handicraft center or gallery as exhibition center and product sales.</td>
<td>Clear boundaries between houses is something that necessary, yet still</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% of the total samples answer they still don’t have land certificate. Community still</td>
<td>allow private land to be used together because high familial bond of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>propose for land certificate to village government. In determining boundaries of land ownership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>must be known and witnessed by village officials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65% of the samples answer the need of clear boundaries between houses, yet still allow private</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>land to be used together.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Tabulation of Desired Condition Settlement Region

**Concept of mass order and open space inside the settlement**

Design criteria of mass order and open space inside the settlement was obtained after analyzing craftsmen's behavior, activity patterns and also from the analysis of community participation collected through questionnaires.
Based on this criteria, concept for mass order and open space in this settlement can be described as follows:

1. Pottery kiln as open space inside the settlement as community center and to keep craftsmen cultural identity.
2. Adding new function for commercial areas in form of gallery to sell pottery products that placed along the main road.
3. Provide cover for pottery kiln to prevent smoke spreading in settlement cover made of zincalume steel placed on top of the kiln to create air funnel system that prevent smoke from spreading.
4. Provide open space used as children’s playground and place for community to socialize.

Figure 11. Detail of pottery kiln cover
From the design concept mentioned above then explored further into several alternative models of mass order and open space in settlements. In this design exploration order of mass and open space using Rapoport (1977) theory about orientation in space organization inside the settlements. There are 3 types of settlement orientation:
1. along the road / along the streets orientation
2. towards the inside (inside-out city) orientation
3. central space orientation

The concept of mass order and open space in the settlements for each orientation can be described as follows:
1. Along the road / along the streets orientation
   For this orientation, design exploration is bounded with street and productive land position in settlement that assume in fix condition and cannot be removed from the existing.
2. Inside-out city orientation
   For this orientation, design exploration is bounded with street position in settlement that assume in fix condition and cannot be removed from the existing.

![Figure 12. Concept of settlement using along the streets orientation](image-url)
3. Central space orientation
For this orientation, design exploration for this site planning have more free flow because not bounded with any constraint in existing.
CONCLUSION

From analysis of three type settlement orientation concept can be concluded as follows:

1. Along the streets concept has biggest percentage of productive site which is 30%. The greater percentage of productive site also means greater opportunity for site that can be used to support community economy.

![Land percentage diagram](image1)

Figure 15. Land percentage of along the street concept

2. Inside-out city concept has advantage over the other two concepts. Open space position for pottery kiln and hay storage on this concept have easier access to craftsmen for the pottery burning process, since each cluster of craftsmen house has their own open space for pottery burning (divided into 5 clusters). Shared space for pottery process can strengthen the bond of relationship between groups of craftsmen. While open space that is used as childrens playground and a place for community to socialize placed separately so the security and comfort in doing their activity is not disturbed by pottery making process.

![Open space position diagram](image2)

Figure 16. Open space position in inside-out city concept
3. Inside out city concept has advantages over two other concepts, as pottery production space both in craftsmen house and in settlement (in form open space for pottery kiln) located behind house cluster. This positioning at the back part of the settlement cause production activities centered on “the inside” and become more private.

![Diagram of production access in inside-out city concept]

**Figure 17. Ease of production access in inside-out city concept**

Based on this conclusion, the settlement orientation concept that selected for further development is inside out-city. Inside out city concept chosen because it has more advantages in terms of open space and pottery kiln positioning, and also ease access of production process compared to the two other concepts.

Changing in settlement site planning with inside out city orientation provides the following benefits:

1. Make clear and easy access for the vehicle to distribute raw material of clay in every craftsmen house and hay in communal storage.
2. Provide spaces for production activities in each craftsmen house so there is no more part of the settlement that used for drying areas or as place to put raw material.
3. Divide the settlement into two areas, residential areas on the front and on the back part as production area. By this division there are two separate area inside the settlement for different function as residential and as pottery production area.
4. Divide the spread of pottery kiln by locating open space for pottery kiln into several clusters behind the craftsmen houses to give ease access for craftsmen to pottery kiln.
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